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abstract: The aim of our science work and project was to create a functional program for a public park appropriate for 
a small resort town like Supraśl. Such area should incorporate elements of healing and sensory gardens. Results of numer-
ous analyses of the Public Park in Supraśl (former Saski Garden) were presented for the specific setting of Supraśl. The pro-
posed functional program was developed on the basis of architecture students’ projects completed in the academic year 
of 2016/2017 at Bialystok University of Technology in cooperation with the Municipal Office and the Mayor of Supraśl. The 
analysis of the completed work shows that it is possible to contain a rich functional program, appropriate for both the cit-
izens of Supraśl and the patients of the resort, in the area of the former Saski Garden. It could be done without any loss to 
its historical and natural value.
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The urban park (also called Saski park) in Supraśl was created at the beginning of 19th century. Its setting up 
was closely linked to the development of the textile colony in this town by Wilhelm Zachert [Bończak-Kucharczyk 
i in. 2000; Bończak-Kucharczyk, Maroszek www.]. The factory owner in 1837 rented from the tsar´s authorities 
the lands taken from the basilian monks that were located on the southern part of the convent and bordering 
with the old colony [Dobrowolski, Popławska 2003]. Zachert was the father of the idea of the new town which 
spatial structure was made in the classic style. The carcass of the organized composition was Główna Street 
(now 3rd of May street) which axis linked the church with the town hall square. Regular urban structure was 
filled in with the parallel Ogrodowa Street, finished with the building of the protestant community. In the town 
space main streets were closed by dominant churches’ towers and their frontal was the regular building called 
textile´s house [Łodziński 2002; Supraśl 500 lat, 2000].

The classical town´s idea was based on the linking the urban structure with the park and finally with the 
attractive landscape. Filling in the buildings and the space with green in the form of private gardens and the 
Urban Park was developed in the direction of the valley of the river Supraśl, Knyszyńska Forest and the Ba-
zylian´s convent.

In 19th century in Supraśl was created a kind of flora to improve the health´s conditions. The Town´s Park was 
created on the north part of Ogrodowa Street in the place of the abandoned alder forest, that wasn´t possible 
to construct on. Next to green space, from the north with old Italian gardens in the Bazylian´s convent (Fig. 1a), 
on the corner with the green square between the church and the convent and from the south with the private 
Bucholtz´s garden created in the beginning of 19th century. The park´s scenery was linked to the protestant 
community cloister and the protestant school and nearby Basylian´s convent. Inside the park there were two 
roundabouts crossed by the simple walking paths, guiding you towards the corners, streets and other special 

1 The study has been implemented from the resources of the S/WBiIŚ/2/16 statutory work financed by the Ministry of Science and Higher 
Education of Poland.
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solutions in the park (Fig. 1b). In 1925 The Town Park was given to the local authorities by Zachert´s family. Later 
it was remade in the modern style. In the western side was set up a memorial in the form of the obelisk with 
the hawk and the walking paths were changed according to the style, moreover the bypass road was created. 
In 1934−35 in the eastern part of the park a town´s stadium was built, which occupied half of the park´s area 
breaking the previous structure [Bończak-Kucharczyk i in. 2000; Bończak –Kucharczyk, Maroszek www.] (Fig. 1c).

a b c

fig. 1. Historical maps of Supraśl: a – Garden in the Bazylian’s convent in 1845 [Dobrowolski, Popławska 2003]; b – The Town 
Park in Supraśl in 1892 [Bończak-Kucharczyk i in. 2000; Bończak –Kucharczyk, Maroszek www.]; c – The Town Park in Supraśl 
in 1988 [Bończak-Kucharczyk i in. 2000; Bończak-Kucharczyk, Maroszek www.].

After the Second World War in the park´s space some maintenance works took place. During the next decades 
its structure started slowly disappearing among the old trees and the new grown vegetation [Bończak-Kucha-
rczyk i in. 2000; Bończak –Kucharczyk, Maroszek www.]. The light space in the park was covered by the dark, 
welter tall trees fighting for the light. There was build playground for children in 2001 next to Park on its north 
side. The football court was modernized in 2009 and build in standard form of “Orlik” court.

In 2016 there was a hurricane in Supraśl which destroyed buildings and the green space in the town. In the 
Town´s Park as the result many trees were broken down (about 45 old trees) [Januszkiewicz 2017b]. Especially 
the south-western part suffered the most, this part was perfectly composed with the church and the old school 
(now the Town Hall). The trees´ destruction was the reason for beginning the process of the restoration of this 
old park .In the close future, except the historical values, the Saski Garden should conserve the values of the 
public park responding the citizens´ needs but also the new curative needs due to the town´s characteristics, 
as it is visited by the patients and tourists.

Based on the cooperation of the City Council in Supraśl and Bialystok University of Technology together 
with second grade students on Landscape Architecture in the winter term 2016/17 the science studies in co-
operation with lecturers, on the functional renovation of the park started [Supraśl www. 2016].

The aim, range and the state of the studies

The aim of the work is to find the program of the functionality of the Town´s Park in Supraśl. The complexity 
of the issue is due to historical roots of Supraśl together with the historical space composition, adding the 
natural position of the town in the valley of Supraśl river and moreover recently this city achieved the status 
of the health resort (in 2015). Therefore the Town Park is analyzed taking into consideration different condi-
tions, historical and how to integrate it with the historical, environmental town´s landscape and at the same 
time taking into account its availability to different kinds of users (citizens, tourists and patients). Therefore, 
in this work the most attention was paid to issues as historical, resort, therapeutic and jordanowski character 
of the park linked to the idea that it must be a public park in Supraśl. Analyzing students‘ projects made by 
Bialystok University of Technology students, Landscape Architecture of master degree, made the possibility of 
broadening the functional park´s programme with new areas. The solutions from the theoretical studies can 
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be the basis to define the ideas of the functional programme guiding us towards the restoration of the park 
after the hurricane in June in 2016.

The complexity of the study was linked to the literature analysis associated with the vast problematic of the 
issue composed of the historical past of Supraśl [Dobrowolski 2003; Dobrowolski, Popławska 2003; Łodziński 
2002; Supraśl 500 lat, 2000] and Town´s Park [Bończak-Kucharczyk i in. 2000; Bończak-Kucharczyk, Maroszek 
www.] and the historical background associated with the public parks in Poland and the region [Ciołek 1978; 
Majdecki 2007, 2009; Zachariasz 2006; Łakomy 2012; Gawryluk 2015]. One of the issues is the protection and 
conservation of the historical gardens [Bogdanowski 1999; Majdecki1993] and their revalorization in the light 
of Florence Card [Zachariasz 2008]. Its development takes into account the possibility to fill in the structure of 
the city gardens with the areas and functions accompanying them such as the playground according to the 
jordanowskie´s gardens idea [Czałczyńska-Podolska 2016] therapeutic ‘gardens [Pudelska I in. 2016; South-
er-Brown 2015; Winterbottom, Wagenfeld 2015; Dmitruk 2015] or assuring the free access to the different 
groups of people [Dąbski, Dutkiewicz 2010; Kłopotowska, Kłopotowski 2017; Kłopotowski 2017]. Another 
problem associated with Supraśl is the issue of the resort-spa shown in the literature we only find few men-
tioning of this topic [Węcławowicz-Bilska 2008a, 2008b] but is vastly described in the scientific articles show-
ing the concrete centers or spa parks [Piróg 2011; Piróg 2013; Myczkowski, Rymsza-mazur 2012; Rutyna 2014; 
Czubiński 2015; Leniartek 2015].

The Town Park

The public parks, as public green space where you have a limitless access, were set up in Europe at the begin-
ning of the 19th century, but in the second part of the 20 century they bloomed. In Poland in 17th – 18th century 
[Majdecki 2007, 2009] private gardens were opened for the visitors . Aristocracy let people visit their private 
gardens. The oldest ones come from the beginning of 19th century.

The town Park in Supraśl is one of the oldest parks in the region in the frontiers of podlaskie province 
[Bończak-Kucharczyk i in. 2000; Bończak-Kucharczyk, Maroszek www.]. It was paid by a private investor Whilhelm 
Zachert but it was planned as a public space and finally it was given to the town in 20ies of 20th century. Dur-
ing many years both the shape and the size (the paths, roundebouts localization, trees, bushes and perennials 
compositions, ponds system, materials and the equipment) has been changed. The only thing that hasn´t been 
changed was the meaning of the park to the urban-environmental composition of the city and environmental 
picture of Supraśl. The most important issue has been the function of the public garden opened for everyone.

Nowadays is nearly impossible to talk about the historical space composition of the park from Zachert´s 
times designed on the basis of the Bazylian´s Italian garden, communicated with the fragments of the convent´s 
gardens, in the twenties of 20st century was reduced and recomposed. After the Second World War the green 
spaces became denser due to the sef-seeders which made the degradation of the garden possible.

In the light of the recent researches, the documents and archival plans, it is hard to talk about the possi-
bility of restoring the Town Park in Supraśl. It´s better to talk about adapting the park to the modern functions 
based on the cannons of the conservation laws of the historical gardens [Majdecki 1993] and the basis of the 
Florence Card [Zachariasz 2008] and the Florence convention [Myczkowski, Rymsza-Mazur 2012]. In their con-
text the revalorization works that can be put into practice should be inspired by the town´s history. For the 
time being the knowledge of the changes in the park´s composition don´t let its restructuration (neither the 
Basylian´s Italian garden). Maybe in the future due to archeological studies it will be possible.

The main guideline of the park´s revalorization is the protection of the individual characteristics togeth-
er with the communication and view solutions towards the town’s scale and Supraśl panorama. We can also 
agree with professor Majdecki about the limited identity of the Town Park in the cultural- environmental space 
of Supraśl. In the age of the globalism and unification the issue of the limited identity is the highest form of the 
usage of the cultural heritage including the historical gardens and historical view [Majdecki 1993]. We must re-
member not to over invest which is often the reason for suggesting too many ideas. Adapting the garden to 
the modern needs based on the improvement of technical and functional solutions, introducing new leisure 
places for both active and non-active rest, introducing new services can´t cause the lost of the individual worth 
of the monument [Majdecki 1993]. The Florence Card says that the conservation of the garden is its usage. 
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[Zachariasz 2008] But it must be used correctly and when the proposed function (e.g. the playground or park 
for the domestic animals which can cause the chaos due to noise) can’t go with the idea of the monumental 
side of the park, which can’t be localized in its neighborhood so that doesn´t ruin its historical value.

The Spa Park

Architectonic style of the spa building has become stable in the last 200 years and to the great extend it was 
the consequence of the type of spa curing but also individual cultural characteristics and environmental land-
scape of the spa places [Leniartek]. It was associated with the localization of the permanent environmental - 
spa installations in the center of the town, integrated in the representations of the green spaces (parks, paths, 
promenades, squares, gardens …). This spa center was a part of the neighboring parks areas and forest ones 
too [Węcławowicz-Bilska 2008a, 2008b]. Main characteristics that distinguished the spa partks from the town 
ones, squares or green spaces are its representation and composition in the scale of the bases of the spa con-
ditions [Łakomy 2012]. They were the attractive and aesthetic frame of the process of curing of those build-
ings (walking halls, drinking rooms, resorts, inhalation rooms etc) and the active way of spending free time in 
the spa park (paths- walking, concert halls – listening, pavilions, theatres, spending the free time outside- a lot 
of benches) [Węcławowicz-Bilska 2008a]. The space composition of those ides assured both attractive views 
on the architecture and green spaces of the park as the special view solutions (interior and exterior) with the 
landscape of the town and region.

The future development of the spa places is linked to the transformation of the attitude towards the pro-
cess of curing. The aim is to pay more attention towards the prevention of the illnesses such as civilization 
ones, cardiology disorders, stress, overweight or depression. Finally in the offer of spas appear new treatments 
aimed into younger patients [Kubecka 2016]. The offer based on the prevention is directed to even the pupils 
of the primary schools in form of green schools [Rutyna 2014].

Supraśl park in its localization and structure is already prepared to incorporate new objects and spaces, 
which will widen the spa offers in the town. Although, we must remember that new functions should be in-
corporated into the historical character of the park and taking into account the solutions already done on the 
environmental level. 

The healing park

There is a long history of using gardens for their mental and physical support. Over the past 200 years or so 
we have designed towns and cities with parks and gardens to provide access to fresh air and exercise. Early 
gardens were designed to be sensory-rich. Their designers were mindful of the power of nature to heal, of the 
need for a local supply, and to provide gentle outdoor activity for all ages [Souter-Brown 2015]. The five basic 
senses of sight, smell, hearing, touch and taste were well accounted for. Healing gardens need to be an inte-
gral part of our modern framework. Early 

Persian and later monastic gardens were fundamental part of their society and communities. Their role was 
a mix of spiritual, welfare, educational and healing [Winterbottom, Wagenfeld 2015]. While modern life has 
become more complex our basic needs remain unchanged. The contemporary health and well-being benefits 
of healing gardens spill over into education, crime prevention and social cohesion. 

Healing landscape interventions can make a difference to longevity, quality of life, and the general well-be-
ing of communities. Local and central governments need to be adaptable and creative in their response to 
proactive urban design for healthy lifestyles [Souter-Brown 2015; Winterbottom, Wagenfeld 2015]. Through 
the development of healing, sensory and therapeutic gardens built into public open space we can ensure de-
velopments improve human health cost effective, functional and ultimately sustainable. It is difficult to live 
a healthy lifestyle without an appropriate environment. Well-designed healing garden can help to restore the 
balance of physical, mental and social well-being 

In Europe in 21st century curing through the contact with the nature comes back as the integral part of the 
process of healing and rehabilitation [Pudelska I in. 2016]. In that sense healing gardens and sensory ones are 
the best form of the functional programme of the spa cities that can find their place in the revalorized space 
in The Town Park in Supraśl.
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The accessible park

In the last decades the accessibility of the public space is being promoted, including the public access to the 
green spaces to all kind of users. The special mentioning must be done about the adaptation of those pub-
lic spaces to different disabilities. Because of difficulties disables people suffer, they are eager to enjoy those 
spaces such as healing, spa and sensory parks [Dąbski, Dutkiewicz 2010]. We should remember about the func-
tional equipment (in the communication, water places, architectonical furniture, small architecture buildings) 
as well as information given (info boards, mockups prepared for different form of perception such as touch, 
hearing, limited sight) [Klopotowska, Kłopotowski 2017; Kłopotowski 2017]. Proper actions in that direction is 
associated with the integration of disables people to the society and in that sense improvement in both dis-
ables and not people´s lives.

The Jordan park

At the end of XIX century doctor Henryk Jordan proposed his solution to the garden designed for the children 
where they can play outdoors [Majdecki 2009]. The concept of so called the jordanowski garden includes vast 
a programme of children spending their time outdoor more than a traditional concept of the playgrounds. It 
doesn´t limit the space only to the play and activities based on typical installations, but also pays a lot of at-
tention to the children bringing up and learning. In Cracow Jordan park didactical programme in the space the 
sculptures of the famous Polish people are incorporated but also activities such as gardening and woodwork. 
Sport activities for children can be done in the complex of football pitches , the winter skating place on the 
pond, or the gym hall. The very important element of the programme was the presence of the monitors who 
carried the activities with kids. [Majdecki 2009]. In the Jordan parks the activities for kids were offered all year 
round where the possibility of spending their free time outdoors together with their education was offered.

Nowadays the children gardens all over the world in their programmes offer all kinds of useful and didactical 
activities. As Magdalena Czałczynska-Podolska says Those kinds of gardens are organized as the children´s farms, 
the butterflies gardens, the edible gardens, the story telling gardens, the water gardens, the memorial gardens 
end the sensory ones. Among the characteristics of those kinds of gardens we can discover the absence of typical 
playground installations, or the minimal presence of them, basing them on the natural materials, presence of 
edible plants, sensory solutions and integrating children in the creation and functioning of those spaces and the 
possibility of integrating disabled children in those places [Czalczynska-Podolska 2016].

In Supraśl Town Park there is a playground made recently. It is recommended to renew the existing one in 
order to offer a new educational place for them, inspired on the idea of Jordan gardens or the modern spaces 
for kids. The space conditions and environmental ones of the neighboring territories allow to put into practice 
the functional park based on the sensory and useful elements.

The projects

In November in 2016 the cooperation between the Town Council in Supraśl and Bialystok Polytechnic School 
started with the target to find the ideas for the functional park in Supraśl. The town offered the help in the 
didactical process in for of meetings with the mayor Radosław Dobrowolski and the officials representing 
different departments (Those meetings were prepared in a very attractive forms therefore we are extremely 
grateful to the mayor Radoslaw Dobrowolski, vice mayor Marek Sztuko, architects Agata Bielska and Andrzej 
Dudziński and inspektor Dorota Borecka). During those meetings the students were presented the plans of 
the town which included the idea of the park, the forest economy and social expectations in order to redesign 
the new Saski Garden.

Analyzing the literature, the studies and the stocktaking (October, November 2016) and analysis of dif-
ferent conditions (historical, localization, functional, demographic, environmental, ect.) allowed the students 
reach some design conclusions which became the basis of the idea of projects to revalorize the Town Park in 
Supraśl. Those projects were made as a part of the course Restoration designing in the winter term 2016/17 in 
the department of Landscape Designing in the faculty of Building and Environmental Engineering at Bialystok 
University of Technology responsible for designing Dorota Gawryluk and Marta Baum and for the studying 
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the grounds Beata Matowicka and Zofia Tyszkiewicz (Supraśl). Students of master degree participated also in 
science work of department connected with Supraśl’s park.

a b

c d

fig. 2. Students’s projects: a – Architectural and landscape view connections (A. Tekień, A. Michalis, S. Piszczatowski); b – In-
spiration of Bazylian’s garden historical composition (K. Manikało, I. Szpakowska, J. Zakrzewska); c – Healing and terapeutic 
functions of resort park (K. Sochacki, P. Sielawa, P. Rusiłowicz); d – Integration of new program with historical structure of 
town (Jarmołowska, Samełko, Lewsza).

Analyzing the designs allowed us to find the possibility to expand the functional programme of the existing 
one in the following forms:

 � Integrating the new functional programme into historical structure of the town and including landscape 
solutions (architectonical and environmental) (Fig. 2a, 2c, 2d)

 � Including the park in the natural setup in order to create walking paths that unite green spaces and the 
public ones in Supraśl (Fig. 2a, 2b, 2c)

 � Integrating new facilities and gardens responsible for healing and therapeutic functions in the Town 
Park (Fig. 2a, 2c)

 � Integrating a playground in form of recreation areas with devices and space for active plays for children 
and their education at the same time (Fig. 2b, 2d)

 � Integrating the facilities and recreation devices and rehabilitation ones such as on open air gym for 
teenagers and elder people (Fig. 2d)

 � Enabling the access to disabled people (Fig. 2d)
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Based on students´ ideas we reached the conclusion that including historical composition of Bazylian Italian 
garden and the structure of the Town Park from the date of its creation in 19th century were the essential el-
ements of the proposed students´ designs.

Conclusions

The cooperation between The Town Council in Supraśl and Bialystok University of Technology in 2016 in order 
to find the idea how to revalorize the Town Park brought mutual benefits. Using the method of investigation on 
Bialystok University of Technology that link the research with practical classes in the department of Landscape 
Architecture. Obtaining a great amount of functional solutions to the park. It also gives the possibility to include 
in the programme of the Town Park in Supraśl new functions healing, therapeuticall, recreation ones together 
with its access and compositional and environmental values closely linked to the historical character of this park.

The conclusions from the analysis of projects and science work can be used by the Town to know the newest 
trends in designing the parts of the landscape architecture their habilitation and arrangement. They also give 
a chance to see different forms of designing adjusted to the localization and searching for the best solutions. 
They also help the investor to fulfill the expectations in issues such as functional park programme that face 
the designers and the contractors. Moreover those studies help in conservation and revalorization of the park. 
The conclusion from the students’ projects allow also to include the historical and environmental elements.

The real value from this process is the possibility to introduce into the university curriculum the elements of 
issues and designs based on the real need of the local society. The students take a very active part in this kind 
of studies as they are real life, can be put into practice and they are in touch with real institutions and habit-
ants, potential investors. Both the possibility of designing real places and studies (science work with lecturers) 
carried out by them can be used to cover the real needs of the local society [Januszkiewicz 2017 a].
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